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City of North Bend Shoreline Master Program
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Note**
Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Data Sources:
- King County, City of North Bend, USGS, ESRI, WDFW, and FEMA.
- Map Produced February 9, 2010
- G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folder\SW_Figure_7A\SW.mxd
- G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folder\SW_Figure_7A\SW.pdf
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Shoreline jurisdiction boundaries depicted on this map are approximate. They have not been formally surveyed or surveyed and are intended for planning and are not intended to be used for legal purposes. Additional mapping may be needed to confirmivity information shown on this map.
Meadowbrook Farm - Tollgate Farm Area
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Figure 7B
City of North Bend Shoreline Master Program

Note:** Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Data Sources:
King County, City of North Bend, USGS, NOAA, WDFW, and FEMA.
Map Produced February 8, 2010
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\NB_SMP_Figure_7B_SW.mxd
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\images\NB_SMP_Figure_7B_SW.pdf
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Shoreline jurisdiction boundaries depicted on this map are approximate. They have not been formally delineated or surveyed and are intended for planning purposes only. Additional site-specific evaluation may be needed to confirm/verify information shown on this map.
Downtown - Exit 31 - Shamrock Park Area
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Figure 7C
City of North Bend Shoreline Master Program
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Note:** Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.
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Data Sources:
King County, City of North Bend, USGS, NOAA, ESRI, WDFW, and FEMA.

Map Produced February 8, 2010
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\NB_SMP_Figure_7C_SW.mxd
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\images\NB_SMP_Figure_7C_SW.pdf

Shoreline jurisdiction boundaries depicted on the map are approximate. They have not been formally delineated or surveyed and are intended for planning purposes only. Additional site-specific evaluation may be needed to confirm/verify information shown on this map.

Additional site-specific evaluation may be needed to confirm/verify information shown on this map.

Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.
Si View - Brookside Acres Area
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Figure 7D
City of North Bend Shoreline Master Program

Data Sources:
King County, City of North Bend, USGS, NOAA, ESRI, WDFW, and FEMA.

Map Produced February 8, 2010
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\NB_SMP_Figure_7D_SW.mxd
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\images\NB_SMP_Figure_7D_SW.pdf
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Additional site-specific evaluation may be needed to confirm/verify information shown on this map.

Note** Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.
Tanner - River Bend Area
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Figure 7E
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Data Sources:
King County, City of North Bend, USGS, NOAA, ESRI, WDFW, and FEMA.

Map Produced February 8, 2010

G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\NB_SMP_Figure_7E_SW.mxd
G:\ShorelineMasterProgram\Map_Folio\images\NB_SMP_Figure_7E_SW.pdf

Shoreline jurisdiction boundaries depicted on this map are approximate and have not been formally delineated or surveyed and are intended for planning purposes only. Additional site-specific evaluation may be needed to confirm/verify information shown on this map.

Note**
Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.
Tanner - Truck Town Area
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Note**
Surface Water Drainage System features for the areas recently annexed and or located in the Urban Growth Area are not comprehensively located and mapped by the City of North Bend. Mapping of these features is an ongoing process.

Data Sources:
- King County, City of North Bend, USGS, NOAA, ESRI, WDFW, and FEMA.
- Map Produced February 8, 2010
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Shoreline jurisdiction boundaries depicted on this map are approximate. They have not been formally delineated or surveyed and are intended for planning purposes only. Additional site-specific evaluation may be needed to confirm/verify information shown on this map.